Creating nature-driven homes & destinations

12 Days Full Bamboo Immersion
A unique opportunity to design and build with bamboo

Longest and most intensive course IBUKU is offering in 2016
Open to all young professionals

All you need:
Guest speakers including Neil Thomas from Atelier One
Hosted by the Kul Kul Farm at Green School Bali; in collaboration with Atelier One

Skills developed:
• Workshops on making with bamboo and large scale prototyping
• Critical theoretical knowledge about bamboo
• Design and making skills
• Understanding the design process from conception to construction
• Engineering principles
• Hands on experience building a bamboo structure
• Exploring The Green School as an exemplar for bamboo structures

Apply here, limited spots left

Location:
The Kul Kul Farm at Green School Bali, Jalan Raya Sibang Kaja, Banjar Saren, Abiansemal, Kabupaten Badung Bali, 80352, Indonesia

Accommodation:
All Bamboo U participants will be staying at The Kul Kul Farm. Accommodations are charming and rustic either in shared natural canvas tents (1 tent sleeps 2 to 4 people), or an option to upgrade to a bamboo bunkhouse. Bunkhouse rooms are also shared with one other person. Both options include composting toilets and hot outdoor showers.
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